In this study, a mixed rule of degree of precision nine has been developed and implemented in the field of electrical sciences to obtain the instantaneous current in the RLC-circuit for particular value  
.The linearity has been performed with the Volterra's integral equation of second kind with particular kernel    
Introduction
Various problems of Mathematical Science are often resolved within reformulation of different mathematical problems like integral equations. So the study of integral equations and the ways of finding methods for it are quite helpful.
Now-a-days, Volterra's equations have been implemented in the fields of Mathematics and Technology. Some valid methods, for solving Volterra's equations have been developed by many researchers. In particular, Huang [2] has solved the unknown function by using the Taylor's expansion. The chebyshev polynomials is one of the method to find the solution of integral equation by Rahman [1] . Piessen [3] developed a method for computing integral transforms by Chebyshev polynomial approximations.
Mixed quadrature has faster convergence due to higher degree of precision for evaluation of real definite integrals. The mixed quadrature of higher precision has been established with linear convex combination of Gaussian and Newtonian type rule of lower precision for single variables. Recently mixed quadrature have been successfully used for the numerical solution of integral equations as well as finite element methods. A step has been carried out by Jena and Nayak [11] for numerical solution of non linear Fredholm equation of second kind. Dash and Das [10] proposed identification of some Clenshaw-Curtis rule with Fejer rules. Motivated by the excellent performance of these methods, we have applied the resolvent kernel to find the solution of Volterra's integral equation for numerical integration of real definite integrals for single variables which has been applied in the field of RLC circuit (Wazwaz [4] ).
The proposed work to find instantaneous current in RLC circuit with the help of Volterra's equations with mixed rule for the integral equation of type
is the source function and k is the kernel which are given and   p u is the unknown function and  is a non zero real or complex parameter (Jerri[5] ). Applying
Kirchhoff's Voltage law to the differential equation of RLC circuit has been transformed to Volterra's integral equation of second kind then it has been reduced by mixed quadrature rule of Clenshaw Cutis seven point rule and Lobatto five point rule since each of are higher precision rule for higher rate of convergence towards the exact value of the integral.
This proposed work is organized as follows. Section-1 meant for the introduction. In section-2, Kirchhoff's Voltage law and an approximated solution for the Volterra integral equation of second kind has been established. In section-3, a mixed quadrature rule has been constructed which is approximately convergence to the exact solution and error bound has been estimated for the suggested method. In section-4 approximate solution for various problems has been done and section-5 has found some conclusions .
Basic properties of Kirchhoff's Voltage law and Volterra integral equation
In this section, some basic properties have been used for definitions of Kirchhoff's
Voltage law and Volterra integral equation of second kind of   1 .
According to KVL, the Integro-differential equation for RLC circuit ( Fig.-1) is
where   t E is the electromotive force The integral equation (1) 
The equation   3 is a non homogeneous second order differential equation (Kreyszig [6] ).
Volterra's integral equation
Here some basic theorems are given below to solve the Volterra's integral equation of second kind which is of the form   1 .
Theorem-2.1
The initial value problem which is of the
is transformed to Volterra's integral equation of second kind (Pundir and Pundir [7] ) is of the form Proof:
Here we have given the differential equation
.Then integrating twice with respect to t from t to c we get
Theorem-2.2
The resolvent kernel of the kernel   t p k , is a polynomial of degree   1  n in t which is express in the form
Proof:
The auxiliary function  satisfies the following conditions 0 .... 
Construction of mixed quadrature rule
In this section, a mixed quadrature rule has been constructed by the convex combination of Clenshaw-Curtis seven point rule
and Gauss Lobatto-five point rule   f R L5 and also the error bound estimated which has been given by the following theorems.
Theorem-3.1
The quadrature rule and error for the smooth function   
is of degree of precision seven where
is the error due to   f R CC7 and
is the error due to 
Conclusion
The RLC circuit problem has been resolved through integral equation of second kind with suitable kernel which is Volterra in nature. The approximate solution can be achieved by taking a few calculations which is much better. The results obtained by the presented method to introduce KVL for solving the said integral equation reveals that our work is very effective and convenient. The efficiency of the method has verified numerically by taking some test problems in Table-1 and also Comparison of Exact result with approximate exact approximate
